
There’s an expression too-much-of-a-good-thing, and 
usually applies to ice cream -or wine, but in this case, 
Around-the-World takes a look at brightening economic 
forecasts and the outlook for inflation and interest rate 
hikes. As the article in today’s Investment Executive <here> 
summarizes, strong economic data, progress on vaccine 
rollouts and further fiscal stimulus have economists raising 
their projections for the global economic recovery. The 
article references the National Bank which estimates that 
the U.S. output gap (the measure of the difference between 
the actual output of an economy and its potential output) to 
be closed by the end of 2021. In other words, that the U.S. 
will have fully recovered from the Covid-19 recession and 
back to normal this year, not next. This speaks to the 
resilience of American Capitalism and an America operating 
at full capacity can only pull Canada up with it as well. 

An economy operating at full capacity is great in concept, but once 
achieved risks inflation and higher interest rates too. This is what has 
been behind the recent sell-off in government bonds. The wild card is 
pent up consumer demand. Canadians have been pouring money 
into their homes and secondary properties in lieu of restaurants, 
entertainment and travel. But we know there is additional cash 
waiting to be spent, and once a sufficient number of us have been 
vaccinated, it is quite possible that the flood gates will be opened, 
unleashing a tsunami of consumerism that may well prove to be 
inflationary. Inflation is the result of an excess of demand chasing too 
little supply. This is called demand-pull inflation. There’s also cost-
push or supply-side inflation, caused by an increase in input costs. 
Either/or are not so much the problem, as is the speed with which 
they appear in the economy. Too much all at once, and the economy 

       overheats, and we get a boom-bust outcome that no-one wants.

In the U.S. there’s an estimated $1.5 Trillion in excess 
savings already in hand, with an additional $1.9 Trillion on 
the way. Combined that represents more than 15% of 
total American GDP, and will increase consumer demand 
even further. This is the source of inflationary concerns 
and it remains to be seen whether Central Banks will 
remain sanguine about its prospects, or begin tightening 
rates sooner than later. The consensus among 
economists is that Central Banks won’t want to risk 
moving too soon on rate hikes, only to have to backtrack 
later. 

So it is with life, where the good and the bad often go 
hand-in-hand. The improved economic outlook will 
continue to influence capital Markets, and keep 
inflationary concerns on our minds for the balance of the 
year. Stay tuned!

Be safe, be well!
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